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INTRODUCTION: Modification of an aircraft by this Supplemental Type Certificate obligates the aircraft
operator to include the maintenance information provided by this document in the operators Aircraft
Maintenance Manual and the operators Aircraft Scheduled Maintenance Program. The items contained in
this document are applicable to any aircraft with the installation of the P2 Aviation Technology, Inc. Audio
Advisory System, model 6600 or model 6601. Any changes to this document will be made available via
mail, email or downloaded via web site.
DESCRIPTION: The Audio Advisory System uses one of two models: the 6600 for non-pressurized
aircraft and the 6601 for either pressurized or non-pressurized aircraft.

The 6600 computer has these main functions: (1) an airspeed-activated landing gear advisory, (2) an
overspeed (Vne) advisory and (3) an airspeed-activated Flight-Time (Hobbs) output. The 6601 computer
has these same three functions as well as a stall warning repeater and a static port.
The AAS is powered anytime normal electrical power is available to the aircraft. It is connected directly to
a hot buss and is not required to be turned either "on" or "off" by the pilot. The AAS constantly monitors
airspeed and landing gear position. Communication with the pilot is done through the illuminated
annunciator switch (located on the instrument panel) and through the aircraft audio system. The system
receives airspeed information from the aircraft pitot-static system, the landing gear indicators and the
aircraft stall warning system.
FEATURES:

(1) An audio and visual annunciation for the landing gear position. A given airspeed threshold for the
landing gear warning is pre-determined by the user and is set into the AAS for the particular type of
aircraft. The audio output is through the aircraft speaker andlor headset. The visual annunciation is
through an illuminated, dash mounted amber AAS switch. The airspeed range of this function is from 60135 kts (68-156 mph) and can be changed in 5 kt. increments by turning the pot on the side of the unit
itself.
During approach or anytime when the aircraft speed drops below the set gear advisory airspeed threshold
and one or more of the landing gear is not fully down and locked, the annunciator light will flash and an
audio advisory is given. The continuous message "CHECK GEAR!...CHECK GEAR!...CHECK GEAR!...."
will be heard at a cadence of about once every 2 seconds. The pilot may silence the audio message and
cancel the flashing annunciator by pressing the AAS annunciator light.
Note: It is normal for this message to be heard if the gear is still extending as the aircraft
decelerates below the airspeed threshold.
If the landing gear is fully extended upon reaching the airspeed threshold, the message "GEAR IS DOWN
FOR LANDING will be heard once and the annunciator will flash one time only. No cancellation is
required by the pilot.
In the event of a go-around, the system will re-arm itself once the airspeed exceeds the threshold by 5 kts
or greater. The number of re-arming cycles is endless.

